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International Energy Investment Law Aug 09 2020 Following the success
of International Energy Investment Law: The Pursuit of Stability, this
updated and expanded second edition re-examines and assesses the
variety of contract- and treaty-based instruments in commercial and
international law that strive to protect the respective interests of
investors and states in the international energy industry. Over past years
an unprecedented growth of international investment law in the form of
BITs, MITs, other treaty-based instruments, and domestic legislation has
fundamentally altered the legal framework and offers extensive scope for
international arbitration in the event of disputes. A wave of unilateral
state action has tested the system in a number of high-value commercial
disputes, most evidently in Latin American, Eastern Europe, and subSaharan Africa; protection for investors is being tested as arbitrators
develop new notions of legitimate expectation and give content to fair
and equitable treatment, while mapping out more precisely the duties
which investors owe to host states. This book critically examines the
interaction between contract and treaty forms of stability in the new
multi-tier setting, including highly detailed regional case studies of Latin
America, Eastern Europe, and (new to this edition) Africa. Central to the
new edition is its expanded content on renewable energy, including
claims under the Energy Charter Treaty, and energy-related minerals
now playing a key role in the transition to a low carbon economy; the
updated chapter on environmental issues also addresses
decommissioning and low carbon/climate change issues. The book also
considers emerging issues in unconventional oil and gas, issues arising
from energy network operation including transit, and damages issues
arising in energy cases. Particular attention is paid to the practical
impact of these issues and the enforcement of awards by arbitration
tribunals and bodies such as the ICSID, the ICC, and the LCIA. In its
concluding section, the book looks forward to new challenges arising
from climate change, human rights, and environmental issues.
Green Finance and Investment Clean Energy Finance and Investment
Policy Review of Indonesia Aug 21 2021 Thanks to tremendous
renewable energy and energy efficiency potential and a stable, dynamic
economy, Indonesia has become a coveted destination for investors in
the clean energy sector. Clean energy investment, however, remains far
below the level needed to realise Indonesia's ambitious clean energy and
sustainable finance goals. Instead, investment in fossil fuels continues to
dominate. This first Clean Energy Finance and Investment Policy Review
of Indonesia supports efforts to reverse these trends and achieve a clean

energy transition. The report provides a comprehensive overview of the
current policy framework, highlighting progress and identifying
untapped opportunities for strengthening policy interventions that can
help scale up clean energy finance and investment. It also provides a
number of tailored recommendations for the Government of Indonesia
and development partners. The Review was undertaken within the OECD
Clean Energy Finance and Investment Mobilisation (CEFIM) Programme,
which supports governments in emerging economies to unlock finance
and investment in clean energy.
International Law and Renewable Energy Investment in the Global South
May 30 2022 This book will discuss the legal tools offered by
international law that can support foreign direct investment (FDI) in the
renewable energy sector in the Global South. Promoting and increasing
investment in the renewable energy sector is crucial for limiting global
temperature rise to 1.5°C and addressing energy poverty in the Global
South. In this volume, Kent explores the various home-country measures
(HCMs) offered by international law that support FDI in the renewable
energy sector. This book provides a bird’s eye evaluation of HCMs from
fields such as trade law, investment law, environmental law,
development law and more. It reveals that while international law indeed
offers many legal tools to support investors’ needs, the current legal
framework is fragmented; most legal instruments were designed in
isolation and the potential for mutually-supportive, synergetic policies
has been explored only to a limited extent. This fragmented reality is in
contradiction to the notion of Policy Coherence for Development, which
is increasingly gaining support in leading institutions in Europe and
elsewhere. This book will provide recommendations on the manner in
which HCMs can be connected in order to maximise their potential and
boost investment in renewable energies in the developing world.
International Law and Renewable Energy Investment in the Global South
will be of great interest to scholars, students, and practitioners of
international law, energy studies, development studies and IR more
broadly.
Global Investment Trends in Clean Energy Sep 29 2019
Renewable Energy Finance: Funding The Future Of Energy
(Second Edition) Mar 28 2022 Foreword by Lord Browne of
MadingleyReviews of the First Edition:'The entire text is quite readable
and can be moved through with relative ease. This reviewer heartily
recommends that, regardless of your background, you read this book to
really get a grasp of the cutting-edge of climate finance.'LSE Review of
BooksRenewable Energy Finance (Second Edition) describes in rich
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detail current best practices and evolving trends in clean energy
investing. With contributions by some of the world's leading experts in
energy finance, the book documents how investors are spending over
$300 billion each year on financing renewable energy and positioning
themselves in a growing global investment market. This second edition
documents, with practical examples, the ways in which investors have
funded over $2.6 trillion in solar, wind, and other renewable energy
projects over the past decade. The book will be a go-to reference manual
for understanding the factors that shape risk and return in renewable
energy, the world's fastest growing industrial sector. The book is suitable
for executives new to the field, as well as advanced business
students.Edited by Dr Charles Donovan, Principal Teaching Fellow at
Imperial College Business School and formerly Head of Structuring and
Valuation for Global Power at BP, the book will give readers a unique
insiders' perspective on how renewable energy deals actually get done.
Investing in Energy Oct 03 2022 An energy industry researcher and
investment advisor provides a fresh perspective on the economics of
energy From major players in the energy industry, such as big oil, to the
emerging cap-and-trade market, no other book offers a more complete
overview of the energy industry, specifically its economic and financial
intricacies, than Investing in Energy: A Primer on the Economics of the
Energy Industry. Details how to value and invest in the four big energy
sectors: oil, gas, power, and green Describes key financial considerations
for the energy sectors, including credit metrics, the importance of
liquidity, cash flow, and capital expenditures From Bloomberg, a leading
provider of the most up-to-date business news and financial data A
comprehensive guide to the economics of the energy industry, Investing
in Energy will prove an invaluable resource for traditional energy
investors looking to expand into new areas, as well as for eco-investors
looking to better understand how energy markets function.
International Law and Renewable Energy Investment in the Global South
Apr 04 2020 This book will discuss the legal tools offered by
international law that can support foreign direct investment (FDI) in the
renewable energy sector in the Global South. Promoting and increasing
investment in the renewable energy sector is crucial for limiting global
temperature rise to 1.5°C and addressing energy poverty in the Global
South. In this volume, Kent explores the various home-country measures
(HCMs) offered by international law that support FDI in the renewable
energy sector. This book provides a bird's eye evaluation of HCMs from
fields such as trade law, investment law, environmental law,
development law and more. It reveals that while international law indeed
offers many legal tools to support investors' needs, the current legal
framework is fragmented; most legal instruments were designed in
isolation and the potential for mutually-supportive, synergetic policies
has been explored only to a limited extent. This fragmented reality is in
contradiction to the notion of Policy Coherence for Development, which
is increasingly gaining support in leading institutions in Europe and
elsewhere. This book will provide recommendations on the manner in
which HCMs can be connected in order to maximise their potential and
boost investment in renewable energies in the developing world.
International Law and Renewable Energy Investment in the Global South
will be of great interest to scholars, students, and practitioners of
international law, energy studies, development studies and IR more
broadly.
The Economics of Energy Efficiency Jun 26 2019 This book examines
energy management practices within a wide range of public and private
sector organisations.
The Guide to Infrastructure and Energy Investment Nov 23 2021
Challenges of Energy Investment in Nigeria Jul 28 2019
Energy Return on Investment Jan 26 2022 This authoritative but
highly accessible book presents the reader with a powerful framework
for understanding the critical role of the energy return on investment
(EROI) in the survival and well-being of individuals, ecosystems,
businesses, economies and nations. Growth and development are
fundamental and ubiquitous processes at all scales, from individuals to
food crops to national economies. While we are all familiar with the
concepts of economic growth and living standards as measured by gross
domestic product (GDP), we often take for granted the energy use that
underpins GDP and our expectations for year-on-year growth. In this
book, you will learn how these measures of “progress” are completely
dependent on the balance that can be achieved between energy costs
(inputs) and gains. Nothing is made or moved without an energy surplus,
and it is the EROI of available energy sources more than any other single
factor that determines the shape of civilization. Nearly all politics and
economics assume that policy and market forces are the levers upon

which future outcomes will hinge. However, this book presents many
examples of historical and current events that can be explained much
more clearly from an energetic perspective. In addition, a future scenario
is developed that gives a central place to EROI in assessing the potential
of governmental and private initiatives to substitute so-called renewable
energy sources for diminishing stocks of fossil fuels. When cheap fossil
fuels are no longer available in the abundance needed to mask economic
problems and power business as usual, it will be EROI more than the
plethora of “green” technologies that creates the boundary conditions for
a sustainable future.
Investing in Renewable Energy Apr 16 2021 Investing in Renewable
Energy puts the depletion of finite resources such as oil, natural gas, and
coal in perspective, and discusses how renewable energy solutions–from
solar and wind to geothermal and biofuels–will usher in a new generation
of wealth for investors and a new way of life for everyone. With this book,
you'll discover various renewable energy technologies that are at the
forefront of transitioning our energy economy, and learn how to profit
from next-generation renewable energy projects and companies that are
poised to take over where fossil fuels will leave off.
Handbook of Research on Strategic Management for Current Energy
Investments Oct 11 2020 Energy has a wide range of uses within a
country, includin socially and economically. Providing everything from
warmth and light to raw materials for industrial production, energy is an
essential need for countries. Due to the importance of energy for
countries, energy policies are extremely vital, and energy needs to be
affordable, eco-friendly, and continuous so countries can provide for
their people and continue to develop industrially. Without the availability
of energy that is cheap and continuous, the effectiveness in the energy
supply process will be reduced, and society will experience difficulties in
having its daily energy needs met. The Handbook of Research on
Strategic Management for Current Energy Investments analyzes current
trends in energy production and use and identifies energy investment
strategies in order to support affordable and available energy for all.
Chapters within the book cover technological developments that
contribute to the reduction of price in energy production as well as
renewable energy sources that provide continuity in energy production
but do not emit carbon into the atmosphere. This book highlights topics
that cover environmental pollution, energy pricing, economic growth,
carbon dioxide emission, and energy management. It is ideal for
engineers, technicians, managers, researchers, academicians,
policymakers, government officials, and students in related fields.
Renewable Energy Finance Feb 12 2021 This book will give readers a
unique insiders' perspective on how renewable energy deals actually get
done. Renewable Energy Finance (Second Edition) describes in rich
detail current best practices and evolving trends in clean energy
investing. With contributions by some of the world's leading experts in
energy finance, the book documents how investors are spending over
$300 billion each year on financing renewable energy and positioning
themselves in a growing global investment market. This second edition
documents, with practical examples, the ways in which investors have
funded over $2.6 trillion in solar, wind, and other renewable energy
projects over the past decade. The book will be a go-to reference manual
for understanding the factors that shape risk and return in renewable
energy, the world's fastest growing industrial sector. Renewable Energy
Finance (Second Edition) is suitable for executives new to the field, as
well as advanced business students. This new edition will fill an
important vacuum in the published book market. Despite exploding
interest in renewable energy investing amongst corporate managers,
government policymakers, and advanced business students, there is no
text in the market that provides an insider's perspective on how largescale renewable energy projects are funded. Over the last 10 years, many
books about renewable energy have been written from an engineering
perspective, focusing on technical aspects of clean energy technologies.
Books written from a finance & economics perspective have dealt with
renewable energy as a sub-set of the energy market or infrastructure
financing more generally. Titles in the mass market have focused almost
exclusively on investing in shares of renewable energy companies, not
renewable energy power projects. Renewable Energy Finance (Second
Edition) bridges these gaps by serving an audience of industry
professionals and finance scholars with insights and analysis from
leading investors putting their firms' money to work in utility-scale
renewable energy projects. Essays collected in the book describe project
financing vehicles for a range of renewable energy technologies
including solar photovoltaic power plants, offshore wind farms, and biofuel refineries, as well as financing practices in a diverse set of countries.
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Energy Return on Investment Sep 09 2020 This authoritative but highly
accessible book presents the reader with a powerful framework for
understanding the critical role of the energy return on investment (EROI)
in the survival and well-being of individuals, ecosystems, businesses,
economies and nations. Growth and development are fundamental and
ubiquitous processes at all scales, from individuals to food crops to
national economies. While we are all familiar with the concepts of
economic growth and living standards as measured by gross domestic
product (GDP), we often take for granted the energy use that underpins
GDP and our expectations for year-on-year growth. In this book, you will
learn how these measures of “progress” are completely dependent on the
balance that can be achieved between energy costs (inputs) and gains.
Nothing is made or moved without an energy surplus, and it is the EROI
of available energy sources more than any other single factor that
determines the shape of civilization. Nearly all politics and economics
assume that policy and market forces are the levers upon which future
outcomes will hinge. However, this book presents many examples of
historical and current events that can be explained much more clearly
from an energetic perspective. In addition, a future scenario is developed
that gives a central place to EROI in assessing the potential of
governmental and private initiatives to substitute so-called renewable
energy sources for diminishing stocks of fossil fuels. When cheap fossil
fuels are no longer available in the abundance needed to mask economic
problems and power business as usual, it will be EROI more than the
plethora of “green” technologies that creates the boundary conditions for
a sustainable future.
The Green Energy Boom: A Global Quest for Money, Power and
Energy Dec 25 2021 In the 20th century, we built our daily existence
around the production and consumption of fossil fuels. Our use of oil has
given us more jobs, leisure time, cheaper goods, and affordable travel –
just to name a few benefits. Oil has made our lives richer and more
efficient. But it came at a cost. The latest catastrophe? COVID-19. Jean
Missinhoun is a hedge fund investor based in London who focuses on oil
and energy investments. Up until the COVID-19 crisis, Missinhoun
focused on dealings with Brent crude oil, as well as options and futures.
But as the pandemic continued to expand, he realized the world has two
choices: continue down the destructive path of fossil fuels or make the
transition to green energy. Our exploration of renewable energy has the
same potential to be just as fruitful as oil was a century ago, if not more
so. And with the help of artificial intelligence, who knows what new
materials or inventions we’ll make next as we embark on the 21st
century. The trillion dollar question is: who will be the next Rockefeller?
Trade and Energy Apr 28 2022
Green Finance and Investment Clean Energy Finance and
Investment Roadmap of India Opportunities to Unlock Finance
and Scale up Capital Jan 14 2021 India has achieved major progress in
its energy sector over the last two decades. Still, investment needs to
scale up considerably to meet the government’s ambitions to achieve 500
GW of renewable energy capacity and energy-intensity reductions of 45%
by 2030. Targeted application of public funds, alongside international
climate and development finance, can crowd in investors and channel
private capital to meet India’s clean energy goals.
Energy Trading and Investing Jun 30 2022 “The essential training
manual for anyone who expects to profi tably engage the energy market
while avoiding the devils lurking in the details.” Kurt Yeager, former
President and CEO of the Electric Power Research Institute and coauthor
of Perfect Power Shrinking fossil fuel supplies, volatile prices,
deregulation, and environmental conservation have transformed the
energy market into a major arena for making money. In response, an
unprecedented amount of capital and investment manpower has fl ooded
into the energy market. Older utilities are finding that their quiet, safe
business has changed dramatically in a short period of time. Now,
Energy Trading and Investing provides a big-picture introduction to the
industry along with the trading know-how and fi nancial details that
every market participant needs for success. This hands-on guidebook
covers all types of energy markets—from the big-three markets of
electricity, natural gas, and oil to the growing markets for liquefied
natural gas, emissions, and alternative energy. It provides useful
information on the interdependence of the different energy markets, who
the major players are, and how Wall Street trades energy products.
Energy Trading and Investing features: An overview of the entire energy
market In-depth descriptions of all of the major energy commodities
Financially oriented discussions of how chemistry, physics, accounting,
and option pricing affect trading Primers on load forecasting, tolling
agreements, natural gas storage, and more A practical introduction to

risk management Written by a pioneering quant in the energy market,
Energy Trading and Investing provides a highly disciplined and
organized approach to profi ting from energy investments. This potent
combination of detailed, up-to-date information alongside expert knowhow thoroughly prepares you to invest and trade with confi dence in the
energy market. If you’re a serious trader, you need to understand the
energy markets, and Energy Trading and Investing is the only book you
need to trade successfully in this growing sector.
Fisher Investments on Utilities Oct 23 2021 The Fisher Investments On
series is designed to provide individual investors, students, and aspiring
investment professionals the tools necessary to understand and analyze
investment opportunities—primarily for investing in global stocks. Each
guide is an easily accessible primer to economic sectors, regions, or
other components of the global stock market. While this guide is
specifically on Utilities, the basic investment methodology is applicable
for analyzing any global sector, regardless of the current macroeconomic
environment. Following a top-down approach to investing, Fisher
Investments on Utilities can help you make more informed decisions
within the Utilities sector. It skillfully addresses how to determine
optimal times to invest in Utilities stocks and which Utilities industries
have the potential to perform well in various environments. Divided into
three comprehensive parts—Getting Started, Utilities Details, and
Thinking Like a Portfolio Manager—Fisher Investments on Utilities:
Explains some of the sector’s key macro drivers—like regulation,
economic cycles, and investor sentiment Shows how to capitalize on a
wide array of macro conditions and industry-specific features to help you
form an opinion on each of the industries within the sector Takes you
through the major components of the industries within the global
Utilities sector and reveals how they operate Offers investment
strategies to help you determine when and how to overweight specific
industries within the sector Outlines a five-step process to help
differentiate firms in this field—designed to help you identify ones with
the greatest probability of outperforming Filled with in-depth insights,
Fisher Investments on Utilities provides a framework for understanding
this sector and its industries to help you make better investment
decisions—now and in the future. With this book as your guide, you can
gain a global perspective of the Utilities sector and discover strategies to
help achieve your investing goals.
Energy And Environmental Hedge Funds Jul 20 2021 Praise for Energy &
Environmental Hedge Funds:The New Investment Paradigm "I highly
recommend this book for those investors interested inenergy and
environmental hedge funds. It is a great handbook onthese topics. The
authors make a difficult subject easy forinvestors to understand. Energy
and Environmental HedgeFunds are both the newest and next area for
hedge fundinvestment and diversification." —Lisa Vioni, President,
HedgeConnection.com "Peter Fusaro and Gary Vasey have done a great
jo9b in compilingall of the background information that a newcomer to
energyinvesting should have. This insightful book helps in
determininghow best to gain exposure to the rapidly changing energy
tradingsector." —Raj Mahajan, President & Co-Founder, SunGardKiodex
"The entry of opportunistic hedge funds into the energy sectoris creating
a sea of change for the industry. Fueled by pensionfunds and institutional
investors, hedge funds are attracted to thepetroleum industry because
the current price volatility providesgenerous returns for their investors.
However, these investmentsare not without risk. Gary Vasey and Peter
Fusaro explain the insand outs of it all in their insightful narrative."
—Don Stowers, Editor, Oil & Gas FinancialJournal "Peter Fusaro and
Gary Vasey write about energy andenvironmental hedge fund markets
with greater style, aplomb, andinsight that any other observers of
financial high streetsworldwide.... Outlining some of the early and
provocative detailsof an industry's youthful achievement and potential, it
is likelythat this exposition by two of the energy and financial
world'smost credible experts will become a seminal work." —Ethan L.
Cohen, Director, Utility and EnergyTechnology, UtiliPoint International,
Inc.
Valuation of Renewable Energy Investments Jun 18 2021 In this book,
Christian Hürlimann examines valuation methods and their application in
the context of managerial finance within renewable energy investments.
Besides a review of classical finance models, the application of other
contemporary techniques are discussed. Based on a mixed-methods
approach, current practices in performing valuation are empirically
analyzed among German and Swiss investors. The developed concepts
provide practitioners tools to define equity value drivers, consider risk
treatments and value investments along the two dimensions of value
creation and value protection.
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A Real Options Approach to Renewable and Nuclear Energy Investments
in the Philippine Jan 02 2020 This book presents the application of real
options approach (ROA) to analyze investment decisions for switching
energy sources from fossil fuels to alternative energy. Using the
Philippines as a case, the ROA models presented here explore how
uncertainties including fossil fuel prices, electricity prices, discount
rates, externality, renewable energy (RE) costs, and RE investment
growth affect investment decisions that focus on developing countries,
particularly to fossil-importing countries. The book is a collection of
academic papers published in peer-reviewed journals. The first paper
analyzes investments in various RE sources including wind, solar,
hydropower, and geothermal over using coal. The second paper
compares investments between RE and nuclear energy considering the
risk of nuclear accident. The third paper applies the proposed ROA
model with the case of Palawan island and analyzes investment in RE
over diesel fuel for electricity generation. The fourth paper focuses on
investment drivers that make RE sources as a better option than using
fossil fuels.
Introduction to Project Finance in Renewable Energy
Infrastructure Dec 13 2020 What is project finance? What makes
project or structured finance so relevant for large renewable energy
infrastructure? Which vocabulary do I need to know in order to speak the
same language during meetings with lawyers, investors, bankers and
engineers? These questions and many more are answered throughout
this book, offering real world examples to bridge the gap between theory
and practice. The book details the role of each stakeholder in the
development of renewable energy projects, the interconnection between
all the agreements, the financial process from fundraising to financial
close, the processes of due diligence, risk analysis, project investment
valuation and much more. It also provides with an introduction to
Portfolio Management using renewable energy assets and an explanation
of the role of Climate Finance in green energy investments. The
commented glossary enables readers to unpick the jargon used in project
finance for renewable energy, and the numerous creative figures and
comprehensive tables aid with understanding. Offering a complete
picture of the discipline, Introduction to Project Finance in Renewable
Energy Infrastructure will be of value to professionals, engineers and
academics alike interested in understanding the process and components
of project finance in renewable energy infrastructures, in both private
and public-private contexts.
Global Trends in Sustainable Energy Investment 2009 May 18 2021
Renewable Energy Finance Jun 06 2020 Renewable Energy Finance:
Theory and Practice integrates the special characteristics of renewable
energy with key elements of project finance. Through a mixture of
fundamental analysis and real-life examples, readers learn how
renewable energy project finance works in actual deals that mix finance,
public policy, legal, engineering and environmental issues. The skills
developed in analyzing non-recourse cash flow-based finance are
applicable not only to green energy, but also apply more widely in
project finance and infrastructure investing. The book's comparisons of
developed and developing countries make it valuable to readers
worldwide. Presents real world cases in each chapter Includes a
companion website that contains renewable energy project finance
models and other resources Supports efforts to achieve environmental
sustainability through renewable financing projects and cleaner
production techniques
Russian Electricity and Energy Investment Law Nov 11 2020
Analysing the regulatory framework that Russia has developed to attract
private capital and technology in the modernization of the electricity
infrastructure, this book compares Russian and EU electricity law,
identifies regulatory risks and examines investors' protection under
Russian and international investment law.
Spain’s Photovoltaic Revolution Mar 16 2021 The Energy Return on
Energy Invested (EROI or EROEI) is the amount of energy acquired from
a particular energy source divided by the energy expended, or invested,
in obtaining that energy. EROI is an essential and seemingly simple
measure of the usable energy or “energy profit” from the exploitation of
an energy source, but it is not so easy to determine all of the energy
expenditures that should be included in the calculation. Because EROI
values are generally low for renewable energy sources, differences in
these estimates can lead to sharply divergent conclusions about the
viability of these energy technologies. This book presents the first
complete energy analysis of a large-scale, real-world deployment of
photovoltaic (PV) collection systems representing 3.5 GW of installed,
grid-connected solar plants in Spain. The analysis includes all of the

factors that limit and adjust the real electricity output through one fullyear cycle, and all of the fossil fuel inputs required to achieve these
results. The authors’ comprehensive analysis of energy inputs, which
assigns energy cost estimates to all financial expenditures, yields EROI
values that are less than half of those claimed by other investigators and
by the solar industry. Sensitivity analysis is used to test various
assumptions in deriving these EROI estimates. The results imply that the
EROI of current, large-scale PV systems may be too low to seamlessly
support an energy and economic transition away from fossil fuels. Given
the pervasiveness of fossil fuel subsidies in the modern economy, a key
conclusion is that all components of the system that brings solar power
to the consumer, from manufacturing to product maintenance and life
cycle, must be improved in terms of energy efficiency. The materials
science of solar conversion efficiency is only one such component. Sunny
Spain represented an ideal case study as the country had the highest
penetration of solar PV energy at 2.3 percent of total national demand as
well as state-of-the-art expertise in solar power including grid
management of intermittent, modern renewable systems. This book,
written by a uniquely qualified author team consisting of the chief
engineer for several major photovoltaic projects in Spain and the world’s
leading expert on the concept and application of EROI, provides a
comprehensive understanding of the net energy available to society from
energy sources in general and from functioning PV installations under
real-world conditions in particular. The authors provide critical insight
into the capacity of renewable energy sources to fill the foreseeable gap
between world energy demand and depletion rates for fossil fuels. ·
Presents the first comprehensive study of the EROI of large-scale solar
PV systems in a developed country · Uses real-world operational data
rather than laboratory approximations and extrapolations · Describes the
dependence of one alternative energy source on the goods and services
of a fossil-fueled economy · Has global implications for the potential of
renewable energy sources to replace dwindling reserves of fossil fuels ·
Written with the first-hand knowledge of the chief, on-site engineer for
many solar installations in Spain together with the leader in the
development and application of the concept of EROI
Agent-Based Models of Energy Investment Decisions Sep 21 2021
As societies face the challenge of securing an efficient and
environmentally sound energy supply, researchers have strived to
determine the future development of energy consumption, infrastructure
and technology endowment. This book proposes a new agent-based
approach to studying the development of urban energy systems.
Decisions of private and commercial investors and operators are modeled
using a bounded rational decision model which are parameterized by
socio-economic data.
International Energy Investment Law Jul 08 2020 At a time of
unprecedented growth in arbitrations between investors and States over
energy resources, International Energy Investment Law: The Pursuit of
Stability examines and assesses the variety of contract- and treaty-based
instruments in commercial and international law that strive to protect
the respective interests of investors and States in the international
energy industry. It covers most forms of energy, especially oil and gas,
and considers issues arising from energy network operation including
transit. It pays particular attention to their practical impact through an
analysis of their enforcement by arbitration tribunals and bodies, such as
ICSID, the ICC and the LCIA. The book also examines growing
challenges presented by environmental and human rights concerns to the
stability of long-term agreements. Investors in the international energy
industry have long sought to secure guarantees from host States to
mitigate the risk of unilateral revision of the deal at a future date. In
recent years the traditional method of securing such guarantees has
been supplemented by an unprecedented growth of international
investment law in the form of BITs, MITs and other treaty-based
instruments. Many States have also introduced guarantees into their
domestic legislation. This 'multi-tier' regime of stability has
fundamentally altered the legal framework for energy investors and host
States and offers extensive scope for international arbitration in the
event of disputes. It is a system that is currently being tested in a
number of high-value commercial disputes as a result of a wave of
unilateral State action, most evidently in Latin America and East Europe.
The protections for investors are being tested as arbitrators develop new
notions of 'legitimate expectations' and give content to 'fair and equitable
treatment', while mapping out more precisely the duties which investors
have to host States. This book examines critically the interaction
between contract and treaty forms of stability in the new multi-tier
setting, including two highly detailed regional case studies of Latin
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America and East Europe. In its concluding section, it looks forward to
new challenges arising from climate change, human rights and
environmental issues.
Stability and Legitimate Expectations in International Energy
Investments Dec 01 2019 This book assesses stability guarantees
through the lens of the legitimate expectations principle to offer a new
perspective on the stability concept in international energy investments.
The analysis of the interaction between the concepts of stability and
legitimate expectations reveals that there are now more opportunities for
energy investors to argue their cases before arbitral tribunals. The book
offers detailed analyses of the latest energy investment arbitral awards
from Spain, Italy and the Czech Republic, and reflects on the state of the
art of the legitimate expectations debate and its relationship with the
stability concept. The author argues that, in order to achieve stability,
the legitimate expectations principle should be employed as the main
investment protection tool when a dispute arises on account of unilateral
host state alterations. This timely work will be useful to both scholars
and practitioners who are interested in international energy law,
investment treaty arbitration, and international investment law.
Profiting from Clean Energy Aug 28 2019 With Profiting from Clean
Energy, respected investment analyst Richard Asplund provides an indepth explanation of the technology and industry structure behind
various sectors of this field and in the process identifies more than 150
stocks related to clean energy. Along the way, Asplund discusses exactly
what it takes to effectively invest in clean energy—whether it be through
buying individual stocks, investing in green exchange-traded funds or
mutual funds, or trading the biofuel and carbon credit markets.
Foreign Investment in the Energy Sector Aug 01 2022 Foreign
Investment in the Energy Sector: Balancing Private and Public Interests,
a comprehensive collection of essays from experts and practitioners,
offers an important new resource to the field.
Valuation of Renewable Energy Investments Feb 01 2020 In this
book, Christian Hürlimann examines valuation methods and their
application in the context of managerial finance within renewable energy
investments. Besides a review of classical finance models, the application
of other contemporary techniques are discussed. Based on a mixedmethods approach, current practices in performing valuation are
empirically analyzed among German and Swiss investors. The developed
concepts provide practitioners tools to define equity value drivers,
consider risk treatments and value investments along the two dimensions
of value creation and value protection.
Solar Trillions Oct 30 2019 Solar Trillions reveals market opportunities
worth $35+ trillion of the $382 Trillion we'll spend in energy by 2050.
The author shows why solar is the only clean energy source that can
scale and why disruptive tech make it inevitable. Here are the seven
amazing opportunities. 1: Desert Power: $9 trillion To provide all of
America's electricity today, we would need just 100-by-100-mile square
of desert. 2: Powering Industry: $7.1 trillion 24/7 solar power is here-and
can reliably run factories & industry. 3. Island/Village Power: $2.6 trillion
Two billion people around the world pay up to 10 times today's PV cost.
4: Power to the People: $8.7 trillion With Solar BIPV, walls, windows, and
bricks will make money for building owners. 5: Bottled Electricity: $1.5
trillion We will hit peak water before we hit peak oil. 6: Energy in a Box:
$5 trillion The race for electricity batteries is on. Solar thermal is ahead.
7: Internet Times Ten: $6.5 trillion The eBay of electricity is coming.
Going green May 06 2020 Investments in energy efficiency
improvements are vital to ensure Europe's future as a sustainable, yet
prosperous economy. Amid the COVID-19 crisis, however, there is a
great risk of losing sight of the benefits of energy efficiency investments
by European firms. The EIB Investment Survey (EIBIS) provides a unique
source of data that highlights how more investment in energy efficiency
is needed. This report examines the quality of firms' building stock, their
spending on energy efficiency measures and the factors that influence
their decisions regarding that investment. It highlights that both highquality information and advanced management practices make a crucial
difference in the likelihood of investment in energy efficiency. The
regulatory framework needs to be supportive, yet also push for higher
energy building performance standards, while financing conditions
should facilitate timely investment by firms to realise the enormous gains
that can be achieved through energy efficiency improvements.
Energy Investing For Dummies Nov 04 2022 The fast and easy way to
grasp energy sectors and their place inthe global economy With timely,
substantial information about energystocks, Energy Investing For
Dummies teaches theins and outs of energy sectors and how to
incorporate them intobusiness and investment plans. As a savvy investor

and businessmanager you will find the important information and advice
you needto incorporate these growth areas into your investmentportfolio.
In Energy Investing For Dummies, you'llfind important information on
the big-three markets of electricity,natural gas, and oil; growing markets
for liquefied natural gas,emissions, coal, and alternative energy; primers
on advanced topicslike storage, wheeling, load forecasting, and
pipelinetransportation; tips on investing in and trading energystocks,
ETFs, dividends, and derivatives; and much more. Includes examples of
ways to invest in wind power, carbonemissions, thermal solar power, and
other new markets Packed with the latest information on energyinvesting
Shows you how to incorporate energy investing into yourinvestment
plans Energy Investing For Dummies is your friendly,un-intimidating
guide to this hot topic in business and investmenttrading.
Sustainable Energy Investment Sep 02 2022 This book examines the
technical, market, and policy innovations for unlocking sustainable
investment in the energy sector. While finalizing this book, the COVID-19
pandemic is cutting a devastating swath through the global economy,
causing the biggest fall in energy sector investment, exacerbating the
global trade finance gap, worsening signs of growing income inequality,
and devastating the health and livelihoods of millions. What is the
parallel between the COVID-19 pandemic and the climate change crisis?
The impacts of the global pandemic are expected to last for a few years,
whereas those associated with the climate crisis will play out over
several decades with potentially irreversible consequences. However,
both show that the cost of inaction or delay in addressing the risks can
lead to devastating outcomes or a greater probability of irreversible,
catastrophic damages. In the context of sustainable energy investment
and the transition to a low-carbon, climate-resilient economy, what ways
can financial markets and institutions support net-zero-emission
activities and the shift to a sustainable economy, including investment in
energy efficiency, low-carbon and renewable energy technologies? This
book provides students, policymakers, and energy investment
professionals with the knowledge and theoretical tools necessary to
address related questions in sustainable energy investment, risk
management, and energy innovation agendas.
Investing in the Renewable Power Market Feb 24 2022 The financial
challenges facing clean energy installations The path to the widespread
adoption of renewable energy is littered with major technological legal,
political, and financial challenges. Investing in the Renewable Power
Market is a reality check for the mass roll out of green energy and its
financial dominance of the world energy market, focusing on real energy
costs and global energy needs over the next decade. If green energy is to
be truly successful, the market must be properly understood, so that
dreams of a green future do not lead to actual energy nightmares. The
first book to cover the major investing challenges and monetary
constraints placed on electric power companies as they race to meet
their green energy requirements, Investing in the Renewable Power
Market explains how generating electricity is totally different from other
energy enterprises in that it is highly regulated and its product cannot be
stored. This combination greatly affects the finances of renewable power
and influences how investors should navigate the energy market. To help
the reader better understand the current state of the alternative energy
industry, the book: Details the challenges facing green energy, such as
the fact that it is priced compared to natural gas, which is currently at an
all-time low Analyzes real energy costs and the global demand for energy
over the next decade Describes why, in the short term, investment
opportunities with renewable power will be with financial and
operational restructurings The green energy market is currently facing
enormous challenges, but Investing in the Renewable Power Market
explains the real costs of energy, the future of the energy market, and
how to profit in both the long and short term.
Towards Sustainable Renewable Energy Investment and
Deployment Mar 04 2020 This toolkit for renewable energy policymakers and investors builds on the work already done by the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) towards sustainably
increasing renewable energy investments and improving cross-sectoral
planning in decision-making processes. The Renewable Energy Hard Talk
events held in Bosnia and Herzegovina (2018) and Serbia (2019)
included a Nexus component for this purpose. Substantively, the
approach used drew from the nexus assessment work under the ECE
Water Convention and evolved into a list of criteria for sustainable
renewable energy policies and investment initiatives that bring multiple
benefits across sectors and countries while minimizing trade-offs,
including with other water uses and environment protection.
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